Auditory evoked potentials measured from the guinea pig temporal lobe surface reflect acoustic elements of synthesized speech syllables. Eliciting stimuli included a four formant anchor stimulus /ba/, with a 40-ms formant transition duration. The other stimuli differed from /ba/ along simple acoustic dimensions. The /pa/ stimuli differed on a VOT continuum; /da/ stimuli had a higher frequency F 2 onset; /wa/ had a longer ͑80 ms͒ formant transition duration; and /bi/ differed in three vowel formant frequencies. The /ba/ and /da/ onset response latencies decreased systematically with increasing F 2 onset frequency. The response to the /pa/ voicing increased in latency with increasing VOT and showed a physiologic discontinuity at VOT of 15-20 ms. Responses to /ba/ and /wa/ showed similar onset morphology but significant amplitude differences at latencies corresponding to vowel onset. Significant amplitude differences in /ba/ and /bi/ responses corresponded in latency to both consonant and vowel portions of the syllables. Similar to previous reports in the awake monkey for VOT, these results demonstrate in the anesthetized guinea pig that acoustic elements essential to speech perception are reflected in aggregate response of ensembles of cortical neurons.
INTRODUCTION
It has been noted in numerous studies of human speech perception that certain acoustic elements of the speech signal tax the sensory/perceptual system more heavily than others. Although in quiet a normal listener may perceive and discriminate all of the acoustic elements of speech, given adverse listening conditions or impairment to the auditory system, a hierarchy of difficulty is apparent. Phillips and Farmer ͑1990͒ cite numerous studies of human primary auditory cortex ͑AC͒ lesions in which consonant discrimination was diminished or even destroyed while vowel perception was preserved. Studies of learning-disabled children and adults have described subjects with difficulty discriminating stop consonants, although vowel discrimination remained normal ͑Reed, 1989; Godfrey et al., 1981; Werker and Teas, 1987; Tallal, 1981; Tallal et al., 1985; Elliott and Hammer, 1988; Elliott et al., 1989͒. In adverse listening environments, it is the perception of stop consonants that is most severely affected ͑Helfer, 1994͒, and hearing impaired listeners can selectively perform poorly on stop consonants, even when audibility is taken into account ͑Turner and Robb, 1987͒.
Rosen ͑1992͒ provides a framework for relating speech perception and its disruption to the underlying physiology. He suggests that the ease of perception of acoustic elements of speech is related to the neural encoding of temporal information. The implication is that different mechanisms in the auditory system encode a sound depending on its spectrotemporal structure. Furthermore, the locus of those mechanisms may vary. Studies of patients with cortical lesions and PET data from normal subjects have indicated that pitch and phonetic features are processed at different locations in the brain ͑Zatorre et al., 1992; Auerbach et al., 1982; Sharma et al., 1994͒ . Processing the very rapid spectro-temporal changes that characterize stop consonants seems to require cortical mechanisms. It has been postulated that it is an impairment of the temporal processing performed by cortical mechanisms that underlies deficits in the ability to discriminate rapid transitions ͑Tallal et al., 1985; Tallal, 1981͒ , and that a high degree of temporal precision is required to encode rapid formant transitions ͑Phillips et Phillips and Hall, 1990͒. A major goal of our group is to arrive at a better understanding of the neurophysiologic bases of normal speech perception and to improve basic understanding and formal assessment of various clinical populations where speech perception is impaired. To this end, we have measured mismatch evoked responses ͑MMN͒ elicited by synthesized syllables with phonemic differences to investigate speech discrimination in humans ͑Kraus et al., 1993, 1994a, 1995͒ . Mismatch responses are elicited by a change in a repetitive sequence of stimuli. Unlike the more familiar P300 response, MMN can be elicited by differences close to the discrimination threshold and is not dependent on attention or a task ͑Näätänen, 1992͒. A greater degree of difficulty in discrimi- nating stop consonants, compared to other speech contrasts, has been observed both behaviorally and electrophysiologically. Responses most vulnerable to disruption were those elicited by consonants with brief ͑40 ms͒ formant transitions that differed only in formant onset frequency. The specific syllables used in those studies were /da/ and /ga/, which differed in F 3 onset frequency ͑Kraus et al., 1994a͒.
Using a guinea pig model of speech-elicited evoked responses, we have elicited mismatch responses from the thalamus in response to tones and certain speech stimuli ͑Kraus et al., 1994c͒. The occurrence of a thalamic mismatch response indicates processing of the discrimination of those stimuli at a subcortical level. In contrast, a minimal mismatch response to /da/ versus /ga/ was apparent at the thalamic level, although a robust mismatch was observed at the epidural surface of the brain, consistent with the premise that discrimination of the /da/-/ga/ contrast requires cortical processing ͑Kraus et al., 1994b͒.
Thus we are faced with an intriguing concept, that the acoustic elements that constitute speech show a distributed processing in the auditory pathway, that subcortical processing may be sufficient for relatively steady-state spectral changes such as pitch or vowels, and that a certain set of rapid spectro-temporal changes specifically require cortical processing.
In processing acoustic elements of speech, what is different about cortical processing compared to processing in lower levels of the auditory pathway? The responses of single primary auditory cortex neurons are characterized by a well-defined response to onsets of acoustic events, while steady-state aspects of stimuli ͑such as periodicity͒ are poorly represented in cortical neuronal responses ͑Creutzfeldt et al., 1980; Rouiller et al., 1981; Schreiner and Langner, 1988; Eggermont, 1991͒ . Thus the cortex is said to have poor temporal resolution, although Phillips ͑1993͒ has contended that the temporal precision of cortical neuronal firing is excellent, sufficient to encode rapid formant transitions. That is, what is poorly represented in the primary auditory cortex is the temporal structure of steady-state periodicities, while timing of rapid spectro-temporal changes may be precisely represented. This line of reasoning explains how the cortex could be capable of coding stop consonants. It does not explain, however, why the cortex would be better suited than subcortical areas to encode rapid formant transitions.
Possibly a key to this dilemma is in pattern processing mechanisms that may be available only at higher levels. In a study of correlation and synchronization of cortical neurons in cat, Eggermont ͑1994͒ concluded that the response of a single cortical neuron is of minimal weight in the encoding of complex stimuli, and the encoding of complex patterns likely is accomplished by synchronous activity across large neural ensembles. This would suggest that the cortical mechanisms for identification of complex sounds which distinguish phonemes likely involve the responses of clusters of neurons rather than single-cell responses. It follows that investigation of the neural coding of phonemes then must of necessity involve measuring the synchronized response of a large number of neurons.
If this is the case, then cortical auditory evoked potentials can be of use in the study of encoding of complex stimuli. The evoked potential consists of an aggregate response from neural ensembles, and the recording technique capitalizes on neural synchrony. If individual neuron responses are extremely diverse or multiple pathways contribute, then the evoked potential, as an aggregate measure, may be a poor picture of the underlying neuronal activity. If, however, neuronal responses have a high degree of homogeneity and synchrony, the summated response should give considerable insight to the underlying activity. Interestingly, Nelken et al. ͑1994͒ have noted that the summed population response in primary auditory cortex accurately represents unit activity and is statistically more reliable than the unit responses.
In guinea pig, the evoked potential obtained directly from the epidural surface of the temporal lobe appears to be a summation of local cortical activity. Clicks and tone bursts elicit a large triphasic response ͑up to 2 mV peak-to-peak͒ with the first peak labeled A, the next trough labeled B, and the second peak, C ͑Hellweg et al., 1977; McGee et al., 1983͒ . Response changes to rate variations, cortical lesions, neural inactivation, and binaural stimulation indicate that wave A originates in the primary auditory cortex and is maximal contralateral to the stimulus ear. Response topography and depth recordings in thalamus and cortex also indicate that wave A is generated in the primary auditory cortex ͑Kraus et McGee et al., 1991 McGee et al., , 1992 Littman et al., 1992; . Under xylazine and light ketamine anesthesia, a response can be obtained of similar morphology and amplitude to the awake response ͑McGee et al., 1991͒. Steinschneider et al. ͑1994, 1995a͒ have shown in awake monkeys that the temporal lobe evoked response reflects the cortical encoding of certain acoustic elements of speech stimuli, specifically, variations in voice onset time. They proposed that the cortical evoked response may even reflect demarcations associated with categorical perception. The evoked response morphology corresponded to salient features of simultaneously obtained multiunit activity and current source density recordings. Steinschneider et al.' s results indicate that evoked potentials could provide a convenient way to observe or monitor cortical responses. Furthermore, the results link the primary auditory cortex response to a considerable volume of behavioral perceptual data.
In the current study, cortical evoked responses were recorded from guinea pig in response to a synthesized speech syllable /ba/, and four other syllables /pa/, /da/, /wa/, and /bi/, which each differed from /ba/ in a particular acoustic element. Important to this investigation is the pairing of carefully controlled contrasts, so that it can be determined how response differences corresponded to acoustic differences which distinguish phonemes in the eliciting syllables. Investigated here are contrasts in steady-state formants, onset time of voicing, duration of formant transition, and spectral differences in rapid formant transitions. At issue is whether responses from the epidural surface will reflect stimulus differences, and whether those differences support a distribution of processing mechanisms in the auditory pathway.
I. METHODS

A. Subjects
Thirteen albino guinea pigs of either sex, weighing approximately 350 g, were used as subjects. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride ͑100 mg/kg͒ and xylazine ͑7 mg/kg͒, and maintained at a body temperature of 37.5°C ͑Ϯ1°͒. Smaller doses ͑15 mg/kg ketamine; 3 mg/kg xylazine͒ were administered as needed for the rest of the experiment. Throughout the experiment, the more anestheticsensitive surface responses ͑wave C, a positivity at 60 ms, recorded over the temporal lobe and M ϩ, a positivity at 20-25 ms, recorded at the midline͒ were closely monitored to ensure a stable anesthetic level.
B. Electrophysiologic recording
Epidural sliver bead electrodes ͑0.5 mm diam͒ were positioned on the epidural surface at 20 locations: 8 over the midline and 6 over each temporal lobe. The electrodes over the temporal lobe were arranged bilaterally as rectangular grids centered 3 mm caudal and 9 mm lateral to bregma, with electrodes spaced 2 mm apart. Two of the midline electrodes were positioned close to bregma: one 2 mm rostral and to the right, the other 2 mm caudal and to the left of bregma. The remaining six midline electrodes were placed in two rows centered on midline and 9 mm caudal to bregma. An electrode placed 15 mm rostral to bregma and 1 mm lateral to the sagittal suture served as a reference. This distribution allowed assessment of scalp topography with good resolution over the temporal lobes and the posterior midline. Previous mapping of guinea pig cortex has shown these to be optimal sites for recording primary auditory cortex responses over the temporal lobe and for recording subcortical responses over the midline ͑Kraus et al., 1985 Recordings were filtered from 10 to 1500 Hz, 12 dB/oct roll-off. Each averaged response consisted of 200 individual responses with a 512-ms time sweep, including a 100-ms pre-stimulus period, collected at a sampling rate of 500 pts/s. Responses to the /ba/-/pa/ and /ba/-/da/ continua were collected to gain a more detailed view of the initial peak of the temporal lobe response. To obtain greater resolution, these responses were collected with a 256-ms time sweep and a sampling rate of 2000 pts/s.
C. The stimuli
On a Klatt synthesizer ͑cascade mode͒, five syllables were constructed: /ba/, /pa/, /da/, /wa/, and /bi/. Stimuli were presented to the right ear at 83 dB SPL max peak using Etymotic insert earphones ͑ER3͒ through hollow earbars. All stimuli had an effective duration of 140 ms, and were composed of four formants. Stimuli were presented at a repetition rate of 1.7/s. Figure 1 describes stimulus formant frequencies and voicing time course. For /ba/, the formant transition of the initial consonant occurred from 5 to 40 ms. F 1 frequency changed linearly from 353 to 928 Hz; F 2 from 1135 to 1526 Hz. F 3 and F 4 were constant at 2975 and 4240 Hz, respectively. The fundamental frequency ͑F 0 ͒ ramped linearly from 300 to 280 Hz over 150 ms. A relatively high fundamental frequency was chosen. The glottal pulse will elicit responses that appear as an oscillatory pattern across the evoked potential. If F 0 is relatively high, the oscillation is not only diminished but can be filtered without affecting cortical responses. So that the key formants occurred at frequencies to which the guinea pig has excellent hearing, F 1 and F 2 were shifted upward in frequency. The shifts of F 0 , F 1 , and F 2 were set to maintain natural-sounding speech; thus a child's voice was synthesized. That the syllables be natural-sounding to humans likely was not necessary, but represents a bias by our speech perception colleague ͑TC͒. It was considered essential, however, that phonemic contrasts involve frequencies in the better region of the guinea pig audiogram.
Compared to /ba/, each of the other four syllables differed on simple dimensions. The syllable /pa/ differed in voice onset time. For /ba/, ͑as well as /da/, /wa/, and /bi/͒ voicing rose to maximum amplitude over the first 10 ms ͑VOTϭ10 ms͒. For /pa/, aspiration occurred from 0-20 ms, and voicing ramped to maximum energy from 10 to 20 ms after aspiration onset ͑VOTϭ20 ms͒. The syllables /da/, /wa/, and /bi/, differed from /ba/ in formant frequency and formant duration. For /da/, initial F 2 was 2050 Hz, 920 Hz higher than /ba/ F 2 onset. The syllable /wa/ differed from /ba/ in the duration of the formant transition. For /wa/, the F 1 and F 2 transitions occurred from 5 to 80 ms. For /bi/, the initial formant frequencies were identical to /ba/. The vowel had different F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 frequencies ͑456, 2800, 3700 Hz, respectively͒, resulting in different transition slopes for those formants, and an overall greater concentration of highfrequency energy.
Five additional stimuli were synthesized for experiments to further investigate response differences noted between /ba/ and /pa/ and between /ba/ and /da/. To construct a /ba/-/pa/ continuum, three new stimuli were synthesized with param- eters identical to /pa/, except that the onset of voicing was varied in 5-ms increments. Thus a four stimulus continuum was available with an initial aspiration and VOTϭ15, 20, 25, 30 ms. To likewise obtain a four stimulus /ba/-/da/ continuum, two additional stimuli were constructed with parameters identical to /ba/, expect the F 2 onset frequency increased in 460-Hz increments. Across the continuum, the four stimuli had F 2 onsets of 1135, 1595, 2055, 2515 Hz.
D. Data analysis
For all 13 guinea pigs, responses were elicited with /ba/. Not all animals were tested with all of the other stimuli. For /da/, /pa/, and /bi/, nϭ10. For /wa/, nϭ9. Waveform and statistical comparisons of responses to each stimulus versus /ba/ were made utilizing the subject set for which both stimuli were recorded on the same animal. Amplitude and latencies of waves A, B, and C were measured for each animal. Using paired t tests, data for each of /da/, /pa/, /bi/, and /wa/ were compared to /ba/ responses for the corresponding animals.
In addition, using the individual animal waveforms as a data set, t tests were performed at each point of the waveform ͑point-to-point t test͒, and significance intervals were examined. This type of analysis has the advantage of avoiding subjective identification of peaks. The disadvantage of this analysis is the number of t tests performed and the increased chance of spurious significant values. Furthermore, because immediately adjacent points in the waveform are highly correlated, spurious significance may occur across short intervals. In response to this difficulty, Guthrie and Buchwald ͑1991͒ have suggested utilizing a criterion for a minimum interval of significance. Using multiple regression techniques on evoked potential waveforms, they concluded that if a continuous interval of a sufficient number of sampling points shows significance then the power of the statistical test is adequate. For the guinea pig data presented here, correlations among adjacent points were insignificant for points separated by 6 ms or more. Therefore, an interval was considered significant only if the duration of the significance interval was greater than 10 ms.
II. RESULTS
A. The response to /ba/
Over temporal lobe, the /ba/ stimulus elicited a triphasic waveform similar to the click-evoked response, so a similar nomenclature was used here, with the first positivity being labeled ''A,'' the following negativity ''B,'' and the next positivity ''C.'' Average wave A latency was 26 ms ͑s.d. ϭ3.6 ms͒. This is approximately 14 ms longer than wave A to clicks ͑McGee et al., 1983͒, and 11 ms longer than wave A recorded in response to a /ba/ stimulus with an immediate onset of voicing ͑Kraus et al., 1994b͒. Maximum A-B amplitude of any animal was 460 V, with a mean of 309 V. Wave B occurred at a latency of 40 ms ͑s.d.ϭ6.5 ms͒, and average wave C latency was 62 ms ͑s.d.ϭ7.5 ms͒.
B. Topographic distribution of response differences
Similar to clicks, speech stimuli elicited the largest amplitude response over the temporal lobe contralateral to the stimulated ear. An offset positivity was also obtained over the contralateral temporal lobe. Ipsilaterally over the temporal lobe, positivities of 50-65 V were observed that corresponded to the onset and offset of the stimulus. At the posterior midline, a small ͑8 V re: prestimulus baseline͒ positivity was observed at approximately 16 ms poststimulus onset, followed by a negativity at 53 ms with an amplitude of Ϫ20 V. The ipsilateral and midline responses were identical for /ba/, /da/, and /wa/. Response differences between /ba/ and these stimuli were localized to the contralateral temporal lobe. While the largest response difference between /ba/ and /pa/ was localized to the contralateral temporal lobe, small response differences were also observed at ipsilateral and midline sites. These differences appeared to correspond to differences in onset of energy ͑voicing and aspiration͒. The /ba/-/bi/ response difference showed a different topography from the other contrasts. For latencies of 10-85 ms, the /ba/-/bi/ response difference was maximal over the temporal lobe, but for latencies greater than 85 ms, the most significant differences were observed over the posterior midline.
The topographic distribution of /ba/ responses, grand averaged across animals, are shown in Fig. 2 . Within the electrode array over the contralateral temporal lobe, the electrode placed 3 mm caudal and 10 mm lateral to bregma showed the largest amplitude responses and the greatest response differences for /ba/ versus /da/, /wa/, and /pa/. Detailed comparisons of responses therefore focused on recordings from this electrode. For /bi/, recordings from the electrode 8 mm posterior and 1 mm lateral to bregma ͑a midline location͒ were also compared to the /ba/ response in detail.
C. Response differences: /ba/ versus /pa/
As noted above, the /ba/ voice onset comprises a ramp to maximum energy over the first 10 ms. In contrast, the aspiration of /pa/ has an immediate onset, and ramp of voicing rises from 10 to 20 ms after stimulus onset.
For /pa/ ͑Fig. 3͒, the latency of peak A appears to correspond to the timing of the onsets of energy. Two peaks with the ''A'' morphology were elicited, and were termed A /pa/ Ј and A /pa/ . The latencies of these peaks appeared to indicate that A /pa/ Ј was elicited by the onset of aspiration, while A /pa/ was elicited by the voice onset. The latency of A /pa/ Ј ͑mean-13.4 ms͒ is similar to the latency of the click-evoked wave A, about 12 ms ͑McGee et al., 1983͒, as would be expected of a response to an immediate onset of energy. A /pa/ followed A /ba/ in latency by 10 ms which corresponds to the VOT difference of 10 ms between the two syllables. The /pa/ aspiration elicited a very precise onset response. A /pa/ Ј latency intersubject standard deviation was extremely low ͑0.84 ms͒, significantly smaller than A /ba/ ͑s.d.ϭ2.67 ms; Fϭ3.22, pϽ0.05͒. No difference in variability was observed between A /pa/ and A /ba/ , consistent with both being elicited by a similar onset ramp of voicing.
To further study whether A /pa/ latency is voice onset dependent, in a second experiment VOT was varied, utilizing three additional stimuli, identical to /pa/ except voicing reached maximum amplitude at 15, 25, or 30 ms. Figure 4 shows the responses to the four stimuli. For VOT of 20, 25, and 30 ms, A /pa/ latency increases monotonically with increasing VOT. Wave A /pa/ Ј latency ͑response to aspiration onset͒ remained constant. For VOT of 15 ms, only A /pa/ Ј was observed, indicating that the temporal spacing between aspiration and voicing was below the minimum needed to obtain a well-defined second wave A. Interestingly, to human listeners, the 15-ms VOT stimulus was subjectively perceived as /ba/, while the remaining stimuli of the continuum were perceived as /pa/.
D. Response differences: /da/ versus /ba/
Only the spectrum of the initial 40-ms formant transition differentiated /da/ and /ba/. At the onset of voicing, F 2 for /da/ was 2055 Hz; F 2 onset for /ba/ was 1135 Hz. Over 40 ms, both ramped linearly to the vowel F 2 of 1526 Hz.
Grand average responses to /ba/ and /da/ are compared in Fig. 5 . Wave A /da/ latency was earlier than A /ba/ . Although the difference seemed small, it was consistent and highly significant across subjects ͑pϽ0.01͒, raising speculation that the latency of wave A reflected the F 2 onset frequency difference.
To further investigate whether a systematic effect could be demonstrated between F 2 onset frequency and wave A latency, an additional experiment was performed with two guinea pigs. Two additional stimuli were synthesized with onset F 2 of 1595 and 2515 Hz, but identical to /ba/ in all other parameters. With the original /ba/ and /da/, a four stimulus continuum was then available. Wave A latency showed a monotonic decrease with increasing F 2 onset frequency. Figure 6 summarizes these results. The monotonicity of the effect is particularly apparent in cross-correlation functions of the /ba/ response versus the responses to each of the other stimuli.
E. Response differences: /wa/ versus /ba/
The F 1 /F 2 transition of /wa/ was 40 ms longer than the /ba/ F 1 /F 2 transition. The initial onset spectrum of /wa/ was identical to /ba/. The responses showed no onset differences. No significant differences were observed in wave A ampli- tude or latency. A point-to-point comparison of the grand averaged waveforms showed two intervals of significant differences occurring later in the waveform, centered at 59 and 101 ms ͑Fig. 7͒. That is, differences were not observed in the identifiable peaks and troughs. However, the spacing of the intervals of significance ͑Ϸ40 ms͒ correspond to the timing difference, between /ba/ and /wa/, of the onsets of the steadystate portions of the syllables.
F. Response differences: /bi/ versus /ba/
The syllables /ba/ and /bi/ were similar in their onset spectrum, but the slope of the F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 formant transitions differed radically and F 1 ϪF 3 formant frequencies differed in the vowel portion. Thus except for a very brief interval at the onset, spectral differences occurred throughout the syllables.
From over the temporal lobe, although wave A latencies were not significantly different for /ba/ and /bi/, wave A amplitude was significantly larger for /bi/, and point-to-point comparison of the grand averaged waveforms showed intervals of significant difference from the onset of wave A to a latency of Ϸ90 ms. Over the midline, a long significance interval was observed from a latency of 85 to 280 ms, even extending beyond stimulus offset ͑Fig. 8͒. The maximal difference for latencies Ͼ85 ms was observed at the electrode 8 mm caudal and 1 mm lateral to the left of bregma ͑contralat-eral to the stimulus ear͒.
III. DISCUSSION
Because the responses of primary auditory cortex neurons are characterized by a well-defined response to onsets of acoustic events, it can be expected that the aggregate response, the evoked potential, will reflect acoustic onsets, and that the response to a well-defined onset will be the summation of precise, highly synchronized neuronal responses, thus producing a well-defined peak. With simple stimuli ͑clicks or tone bursts͒ the definition of an ''onset'' is clear. Dynamic continuing stimuli, such as speech, present a more complex situation. Within a speech sound, voicing, bursts, and transitions may each be an ''onset,'' an acoustically unique event eliciting a well-defined pattern of cortical response.
Results presented here indicate that acoustic elements of synthetic speech stimuli are reflected in surface-recorded potentials. Latency and amplitude differences in the peaks appear to reflect spectro-temporal differences in the stimulus onsets. For each stimulus comparison, the latency of response differences corresponded to the timing of the acoustic differences between stimulus pairs. Onset spectral or energy differences resulted in response differences in the initial portions of the waveform. Stimuli with similar initial spectra, but with later-occurring acoustic differences elicited responses that differed at later latencies.
Specifically, for /ba/ and /pa/, the initiation of aspiration and voicing each produced a well-defined peak from the electrode over primary auditory cortex. Across subjects, the response to aspiration, with its immediate onset, was extremely stable in latency. Systematic latency differences in the second peak were associated with variations in VOT. Similar double-peaked responses have been observed in response to /ta/ versus /da/ in awake monkeys ͑Steinschneider et al., 1994, 1995a͒ . In humans, Kaukoranta et al. ͑1987͒ demonstrated a double-peaked cortical magnetic response elicited by a synthesized ''hay,'' consisting of aspiration and a voice onset. Latency of the second peak of the magnetic response increased with increasing VOT.
Here, the second peak was elicited only for aspiration-VOT onset differences of 20 ms or more. An onset difference of 15 ms elicited only the initial response to aspiration. Similarly, EPs from awake monkey ͑Steinschneider et al., 1994, 1995a͒ and single cell responses from cat ͑Eggermont, 1995͒ show an electrophysiologic discontinuity for VOT. These investigators suggest that the discontinuity may be a substrate for categorical perception of phonemic contrasts that differ in voice onset time.
Responses to /ba/ and /wa/ had similar onset morphologies but showed significant differences at latencies that corresponded to the onset of the steady-state vowel portion. Waveform differences in the responses to /ba/ and /bi/ corresponded in latency to both the consonant and vowel portion of the stimuli. Thus, the timing of differences in the cortical response to the stimuli corresponded to the timing of stimulus differences. The syllable /bi/ also elicited larger amplitude responses. Possibly the concentration of energy in higher frequencies for /bi/ affected response amplitude.
The most salient /ba/-/da/ stimulus difference is in the onset spectra and a small but significant latency difference was observed in the first peak ͑A͒ of the evoked cortical response. Wave A latency decreased systematically with increasing F 2 onset frequency in response to a four stimulus continuum. Ostensibly, there is no timing difference in /ba/ versus /da/, but a dynamic spectral difference. Yet a consistent timing difference is observed in the aggregate activity of the neural ensemble. By what specific mechanism this is accomplished is not clear. Given the size of the electrodes, small variations in electrode position across animals, and possible variations in brain organization, it seems unlikely that responses would be differentially affected by a bias to a particular characteristic frequency in the tonotopic map. The frequency difference in /ba/ versus /da/ is less than 1 kHz. Hellweg et al. ͑1977͒ and Redies et al. ͑1989͒ indicate CFs differing by 3-6 kHz within 0.5 mm across auditory cortex. It also seems unlikely that the cortical timing differences are a reflection of cochlear travel time. The spectral differences are in F2, but F3 and F4 carry energy at higher frequencies. Thus the shortest cochlear travel times should be to formant energy that is unchanged from /da/ to /ba/. Differences in cortical population should be the basis of any /ba/-/da/ response difference. Steinschneider et al. ͑1995b͒ have shown in monkeys that /da/ and /ba/ elicit responses from different neural populations. Interestingly, multiunit activity at high frequencies showed an earlier latency to /da/ in that study, but no statistical tests of significance were performed.
The results for /ba/-/pa/ and /ba/-/da/ reflect a high degree of neural precision and synchrony from an ensemble of cortical neurons. Eggermont ͑1994͒ documented the synchronization properties of 1290 pairs of cortical neurons in response to clicks and amplitude modulated noise bursts. His data demonstrate that cortical responses are precise and highly synchronized across the neuronal ensemble. That a neural ensemble can improve acuity compared to a single neuron has been demonstrated in electric fish and barn owl ͑Carr et Kawasaki et al., 1988; Carr, 1993͒ . In cat ventral cochlear nucleus, neurons show a reduction of jitter compared to eighth nerve neurons, likely because of a convergence of many inputs ͑Rhode and Smith, 1986͒. At higher levels of the system, temporal precision can be sharpened and jitter reduced by collective action across a neural ensemble.
Considering the poor response of cortical neurons to repetitive stimuli presented at frequencies faster than 20 Hz ͑Creutzfeldt et al., 1980; Rouiller et al., 1981; Schreiner and Langner, 1988; Eggermont, 1991͒ , one might expect that onsets spaced closely in time would not elicit wellsynchronized summated responses. The timing difference between aspiration and voice onset, 20 ms ͑50 Hz͒, should preclude a strong response to the /pa/ voice onset. The surprisingly rapid neural recovery time indicated by the evoked response to /pa/ is consistent with responses to VOT recorded from a population of cortical single neurons ͑Egger-mont, 1995͒. Possibly, this is also an effect of encoding by the neural ensemble, in that spectral differences between aspiration and voicing allow a more rapid second firing across the population than would be expected based on repetitive click or tone burst experiments. Alternatively, the higher stimulus level may allow better locking on temporal fluctuations ͑Creutzfeldt et al., 1980͒ or some subset of neurons such as the ''thin-spike lockers'' described by de Ribaupierre et al. ͑1972͒ are able to respond at higher repetition rates.
Also evident in the /pa/ response were differences in the standard deviations of the latencies, with the response to aspiration showing a low standard deviation. This appears to support Phillips' ͑1993͒ focus on the precision of firing. That is, a well-defined onset elicits a response that is well defined in time. Similarly, Mainen and Sejnowski ͑1995͒ have noted increased reliability of cortical spike timing with welldefined onsets.
Topographic comparisons showed response differences consistent with a distribution of processing at different locations on the auditory pathway depending on the stimulus contrast. Responses to /ba/ and /da/ were identical at all electrodes except at the position directly over primary auditory cortex. Responses to /ba/ and /wa/ were different over a more widespread area of contralateral auditory cortex, but were identical at midline and cortical sites ipsilateral to the stimulus ear. /Ba/ and /pa/ differences were apparent at all locations, but were maximal over the contralateral temporal lobe. /Ba/ and /bi/ differences were apparent at all electrodes, but were most significant for the early portion of the waveform over the temporal lobe, and for the latter portion over the posterior midline area, possibly demonstrating a consonantvowel segmentation in topography. In previous guinea pig studies, the midline surface region has been an advantageous location for recording subcortical activity ͑Kraus et McGee et al., 1991͒. The topographic differences among the responses cannot definitively locate key areas for discrimination, but they do suggest that encoding of different acoustic elements involves different neural locations, and that in general, encoding of speech stimuli involves mechanisms at distributed locations along the auditory pathway.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
͑1͒ Differences can be seen among cortical evoked responses that correspond to various acoustic differences between syllables that provide phonemic contrasts. Voice onset time is particularly salient, but response changes to spectral and temporal changes in formant transitions are also evident. ͑2͒ The temporal structure of the evoked potential is extremely sensitive to the spectral and temporal aspects of the stimulus. The evoked response over the auditory cortex likely reflects neural encoding of elemental acoustic properties of the stimulus, even for complex signals such as speech. ͑3͒ Results support the premise that the various acoustic elements that distinguish speech stimuli are processed at different locations along the auditory pathway.
